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Civilization is possible because earth’s temperature is 
stable and habitable! Was that always so?

Image: phys.org



What is the 
value today?

26 June 2023
~ 420 ppm



Changes in CO2 levels drive changes in earth’s 
temperature

Adapted from a research paper by J R Petit (1999)

Food for thought:

Which word(s) better 
describes the 
variation in CO2?

• Linear change

• Cyclical change

• Non-linear change

• Random change



Earth’s puzzling past : 
Snowball – Ice-age – Present day

Image credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/Lizbeth B. De La Torre



What makes earth’s temperature habitable?

Fourier (1824)
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Tyndall (1862) Arrhenius (1896) Callander (1938)

Greenhouse 
effect

Water vapor major 
greenhouse gas

First calculation of 
global warming

CO2 warming can 
be beneficial!



90% of atmospheric air mass in Troposphere (first 15km)

Monsoon 
Clouds

Non-Monsoon 
Clouds

Imp. weather Action

Stratosphere

Troposphere
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90% water vapour



INSAT Upper level water vapour
(White : Abundance of water vapour)
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1. Anomalous latent-heat of 
phase change

2. Ability to interact with a wide 
range of radiation spectrum: 
gate-keeper of energy

3. Lighter molecular weight than 
air

Unique properties of water

Rainfall : Clouds : Circulations 
are tightly coupled



Water molecule modulates hydrological cycle

• Saturation:  

Clausius-Clapeyron equation

ln 𝑒𝑠 =
𝛽

𝑇
ln𝑇

• 𝛽 for water vapor is 3 to 4 times 
that of other condensable 
substances like Methane, Ammonia
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Water molecule: A gatekeeper of radiative energy

• Myriad of effects as 
“Cloud hydrometeors” 

• Absorbs earth’s radiation 
over wide spectrum

Stevens and Bony, 20136/28/2023 10



Incomplete understanding of Rain : Cloud : Circulation 
hampers accurate estimations of Global warming
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Fig: Stevens and Bony, 2013

Dry earth 
global 
warming

uncertainty due to clouds

Warming only due to CO2 
doubling without 
feedbacks

Response to doubling of CO2 
in IPCC Climate models  



Scales of Atmospheric Processes

Present Climate Models

Future Global Models

Cloud/Mesoscale Models

Large Eddy Simulation Models

DNS Turbulence Models

Modification of the figure from Andrew Gettleman, NCAR

Weather

Climate

Seasonal : Monsoon

Colored area: 
Resolved scale Radiation-Convection-

Circulation interactions

Clouds and Radiation 
Shape climate

Convection-Circulation 
interactions at Synoptic 
scales

Intra-seasonal

Cloud Microphysics



Cloud-Circulation coupling on different time-
scales

• Small scales: Microphysics – Turbulence 
coupling

• Synoptic scales: Convection – Circulation 
feedbacks

• Planetary scales: Cloud radiation – Circulation 
feedbacks

• Convective momentum transport feedbacks
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Credits: Stu Ostro’s twitter handle



Satellite’s view

Credits: Twitter handle of “The weather Channel” Credits: Stu Ostro’s Twitter handle

What we see
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Source : NASA



Stu Ostro’s twitter



Stu Ostro’s twitter
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How do we understand this 
variability in cloud-circulation 

coupling?



Thermodynamics of Clouds and Convection

Korenic et al. 2019

Note: Upper surface is not a plate

Two plate heated from 
bottom and cooled from 

top

Ra ~ 2000 Ra ~ 10^4-10^8



Thermodynamics of Clouds and Convection

Atmospheric dry convection Ra > 10^12

Unlike the dishpan case or Rayleigh-Benard rolls, both T and P decrease with 
height in the atmosphere!

Density Rho = f (T,P) : How to determine if a particular airmass will rise-up or not? 
Clue – Parcel Method



• Dry Convection : Potential temperature is conserved under Adiabatic 
displacement of parcel

• If one can make hydrostatic approximation, then one can show that 
dry static energy is conserved as well.

• How do we decide the stability of dry atmosphere?

• Dry Adiabatic lapse rate

Thermodynamics of Clouds and Convection



Slide from Caroline Muller’s Les Houche Talk



Caroline Muller, Les Houches 



Observations from Taklamakan desert in central Asia

Desert boundary layer is almost in a neutral state. The dry convection develops very rapidly in 
response to day-time heating!

Thermodynamics of Clouds and Convection

Wang et al, 2016



Atmospheric Dry Convection

• Buoyancy driven circulation : Gives rise to ‘thermals’ in the boundary 
layer and clouds in the free troposphere

• Consider the equations of vertical motion (departure from hydrostatic 
balance) and potential temperature / dry static energy (s) 
conservation.

• Assume resting, horizontally uniform ‘basic state’

Overbar – Horizontal average

Prime – perturbation from base state

Dry adiabatic motion

Pressure term reduces buoyancy effect



Atmospheric dry convection

• Perturbation density scales with dry static energy for parcel 



What happens when air is moist?

Stevens, 2005 (Review)



Image: Dr. Heevar



• Conditional instability

Thermodynamics of Clouds and Convection

Unlike QG theory a linear stability analysis of this system becomes difficult due to 2 
main reasons:
1. The perturbation and stability depends both on temperature and humidity
2. The stability conditions depends on finite amplitude perturbations



What happens when air is moist?

Stevens, 2005 (Review)



• How to determine stability of moist atmosphere?

Thermodynamics of Clouds and Convection



Keeping track of Energy in the Atmosphere

Raymond et al., 2009



Vertical structure of Equivalent Potential 
Temperature / Moist Static Energy

• Notice that neither mean 
upward circulation nor 
diffusion can transport 
energy upwards. 

For fully saturated atmosphere: 



Energy in the Atmosphere



Energy Transports

Source : Siedler et al. 2001



Book chapter - Nuijens and Jackob, 2020



Energy in the Atmosphere



Energy Transports

Source : Siedler et al. 2001



“Atmosphere” in the Climate model : 
Simplified form
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Representation of Physics

• Terms F, Q and Sq represent physical processes.

• Equation of motion, F 

Turbulent transport, generation and dissipation of momentum

• Equation of thermodynamic energy, Q

Convective-scale transport of heat, Sources and Sinks due to phase changes, 
Radiative sources and sinks 

• Equation of water vapor mass continuity, Sq

Convective-scale transport of water, Sources and Sinks due to phase changes
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Modeling Convection-Circulation Coupling

Park and Bechtold, 2009



Questions?
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